ABSTRACT. This paper deals with a free boundary problem for a parabolic equation in one space variable which arises from the problem of selecting an optimal stopping strategy for the diffusion process connected with the equation. It is shown that a solution of the free boundary problem yields the solution of a minimum problem concerning supersolutions of the parabolic equation as well as the solution of the optimal stopping problem. Theorems regarding the existence, uniqueness, regularity, and approach to the steady state of solutions of the free boundary problem are established.
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Condition (1.3) will determine the value of s(0); then the extra boundary condition will serve to determine uniquely the entire unknown portion of the boundary of C.
Qir free boundary problem arises in connection with the following optimization problem in the theory of stochastic processes. Let X(f) (t < 0) be a diffusion process on the nonnegative real axis with absorption at x = 0 and stopping at t = 0. Suppose the Dynkin generator of this process agrees on (0, oo) with the differential operator LQ on smooth functions. Let M be the set of all Markov times (stopping times) m for this process. We wish to evaluate the function vix, t) = sup Ex^t)=xitfA[Xim))) meM and to find a Markov time m eM such that opt If we think of the elements of AI as stopping strategies, the problem is to find a strategy which will maximize the expected value of the payoff function if/ at the point of stopping, independently of the starting condition X(-/) = x (0 < t < oo).
A strategy m which does this is called an optimal stopping time. It turns out that if we solve the free boundary problem (1.2)-(1.7) and set *, . I uix, t) if ix, t) e C, (1.8) uix, t) = { ' _ |^*) if (x, t)eQ-C, where Q = (0, oo) x (0, oo), then v = û and we may choose wopt=infli; iXit),-t) j/C|.
I.e., the optimal strategy is to continue as long as the graph of position vs. time remaining lies in the continuation region C and to stop as soon as it leaves this region. The simple form of the optimal strategy is a consequence of the assumption (1.1) on the form of the payoff function, which has the interpretation that it pays to continue on a purely local basis when the sample path is in (0, d) but it costs on a local basis when the sample path is in id, oo). This interpretation may be read off from Dynkin's formula
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The connection between optimal stopping and free boundary problems was noticed by Chernoff [1] and McKean [13] , among others, in special cases, and was explored in detail by Grigelionis and Sirjaev [9] has solved numerically a free boundary problem which arises from an optimal stopping problem.
In §2, we assume that we have in hand a solution \s, u\ of (1.2)-(1.7) which has-certain regularity and we establish a number of its properties.
The main result (Theorem 1) is that, if u is defined by (1.8), then û is the least of all L-supersolutions v on Q such that v > ip on Q. This leads immediately to a uniqueness theorem (Theorem 2) for the free boundary problem. Next, we establish the connection described above between the free boundary problem and the optimal stopping problem (Theorem 3). Then we solve the steady state analogue of (1.2)-(1.7) (Theorem 4), which corresponds in the probabilistic interpretation to the case where the process is started at t = -oo (i.e., it is allowed to continue indefinitely until absorption occurs), and we establish the convergence of the solution of (1.2)-(1.7) to the steady state solution as í -» oo (Theorem 5). Finally, in §3
we construct the solution of the free boundary problem by an adaptation of the method of E. Röthe [14] . Here we make the mild technical assumption that
where cQ is a positive constant and 0 < ß < 1. It turns out that sit) is Lipschitz for 0 < / < » and Holder continuous on [0, oo) with exponent y = (1 + j8) ,
and that û and û ate Holder continuous with exponent y everywhere except at the origin.
The main tool used below is the boundary point form of the maximum principle:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In particular, the optimality theorems mentioned above follow from an application of this result. We remark here that, although the usual statements of this result require that D satisfy an "interior sphere condition" at (s(i0), in), it is a simple matter to achieve this by modifying the situation for t>tQ without altering v for t < tQ as long as sit) is Lipschitz. (ii) u £C2'XiC)nC°iC).
(iii) du/dx is bounded and has a continuous extension to C. We begin with a number of simple properties which solutions must satisfy. such that 0 < ij < r2 and sit) <d itl < t < t2). Let D = |(x, t); 0 < x < sit), ij < t < t2\, and define v = u -iff on D. Then v > 0 on D by (1.3) and Lv < 0 by (1.1) and (1.2). Moreover, visit), t) = 0 (f, < t < t2) by (1.6). But then we must have v isit), t) < 0 (i, < t < tA) by the boundary point form of the maximum prin- C by an interior regularity theorem of Friedman [6] , and hence Lu ■ 0 in C.
It follows that u > 0 in C by the strong maximum principle.
If sit) is not nondecreasing, we can find tQ such that s '(ig) exists and is Remark. In view of the monotonicity of sit), the proof of Lemma 1 actually shows that sit) > d it > 0).
We now characterize the solution as the solution of a minimum problem concerning supersolutions relative to the operator L.
Notation.
R8(V t0) = \ix, t); |x-x0| <5, tQ-8<t<t0\, Definition 2. A function tz = tz(x, t) is an L-supersolution if (i) tz is defined and lower semicontinuous on Q.
(ii) For any (xQ, tQ) e Q, there exists 8Q > 0 such that R j (x0, r0) Ç Q and for all 8 e (0, SQ) we have that tz(x0, /Q) > wixQ, tQ) whenever tzz e C2,10?g) nC°ÍRs), Lw = 0 in R8, and tz > w on d PgTheorem 1. Let \s, u\ be a solution of (1.2)-(1.7), and let S be defined on Q by (1.8). Then u is the least L-supersolution on Q which is >\p on Q.
Proof. We have û > ip by (1.3), and û is continuous by (1.6). We show that S is an L-supersolution. If (xQ, ¿q) is in either the continuation region or the interior of its complement, condition (ii) of Definition 2 is verified for §0 equal to the distance of (xQ) tQ) from dC u{t = 0\ by application of the maximum prin- Therefore, tz(xQ, /n) > ttz^, which contradicts our choice of the point (xn, fn).
Hence, 7?2_ > 0 and w > û in Q". Therefore, izz > 2 in Q.
Theorem 2 (Uniqueness). Ler [sx, uA and [s2, uA be two solutions of (1.2)-(1.7). Tie72 Sj = s2 and ul = u2.
Proof. Let C,, C2 be the continuation regions defined by s., s2 respectively, and let S. But this contradicts (1.1). Hence, Sj = s2 and ux = u2.
We now establish the connection between the free boundary problem and the optimal stopping problem, which was described in § 1. for all (x, t) e Q.
Proof. Since Six, t) = F^f.^^iipiXim))), we certainly have u < tz on Q.
The problem is to prove the reverse inequality.
If cp £ Cg"(Q) and L is the formal adjoint of L, then
where xc is the characteristic function of C, for the boundary terms generated by the integrations by parts cancel by virtue of (1.6) and (1.7). Hence, Lî =
(1 -Xc^^ *n Ö i" tne distribution sense. By Duhamel's principle, « may then be represented in the form uix, t) = u j(x, t) + j wTix, t) dr where u, is the solution of the problem Lzzj = 0 in Q, u. = tp on dQ and wTix, t) is defined for r < í < « as the solution of the problem LwT = 0 (x > 0, r > t), wTÍ0, t) = 0 (r > r), wTix, t) = (1 -xci*. r))iLip)ix, t). Ca/U t) = po e-aTHTfix, t) dr (a > 0).
Set /= (1 -xc)iLif/). Then EJiXir), t-r)= wTix, t), so that G0/(x, t) = P wTix, t)dr= uix, t) -uA.x, t) = «"(x, í).
Hence, by Theorem 1 on p. 67 of [10] , for all me M we have
since /> 0. Since a, is smooth and Lu. = 0, we have
for all m e M by Theorem 9 on p. 85 of [10] . Therefore,
by (1.3). Taking the supremum over all m e M, we arrive at the desired inequality.
We now turn to the steady state analogue of the free boundary problem (1.2)-(1.7). By comparing the steady and unsteady cases, we obtain a priori bounds on the solution of (1.2)-(1.7) and its limiting behavior as f -» oo. Hence, uix) > tpix) in some interval s -8 < x < s Í8 > 0). Let sn be the largest value of ï<sm such that ujx) = ipix). Then 0 < sQ < d, fot otherwise the facts that L0iip -uj < 0 (sQ < x < sj and i^f(x) = uix) fot x = sQ, sw would imply that ip > u^ fot s0< x < sM by the maximum principle. Likewise, if 0 < sQ < d, the maximum principle implies that ujx) > <pix) fot 0 < x < sQ, so that !iM -tp has an interior minimum at x = sQ. Consequently, a^j,sQ) = ip '(sg). But this is impossible by (2.5) since ux = uso if uJsA. = ipisA.. Hence, sQ = 0, which proves that ux > ip in 0 < x < sM.
Theorem 5. Let \s, u\ be a solution of (1.2)-(1.7), and let {s^, a^i ¿>e the solution of (2.1), (2.3). Then implies uoa> u on C by the strong maximum principle. Assume that (2.6) fails.
Then there exists a smallest time tQ > 0 such that s(r0) = sM. Then Hu^, -a) = 0 in 0 < x < sit), 0 < t < /q and (a^, -a) has a nonpositive minimum at (s^, fn).
By the boundary point maximum principle, it follows that (a^ -a) < 0 at (sm, <0), which contradicts (1.7) and (2.3). Thus, (2.6) ¡s proved. Now let ¡Ax, t) be defined by (1.8), and let U be the solution of LU =0 in the half-strip 0 < x < sM, / > 0 which equals t/r on the boundary. Since u is an L-supersolution, it may be shown that 5 > U ¡n the half-strip (cf. the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1). But a,,,, > S, and Uix, t) -» ¡zjx) uniformly in x by elementary methods, so that lim x ùtx, t) = a°°(x) = a^ix), and the convergence is uniform. . . Hence, 0<*0<s j, whence q ixQ)<q _ j(xQ) by (3.7). Therefore, 0 < q"ix) < max , LMÇ) =-Mn in = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).
Next, observe that aix)u'ix) = -f'n L0uiO d£+ aisU'is) + bis Ms) -bix)u(x) n Jx Un33 n T n n r n n f" uiOdOdÇ. The lemma will then be established if we can obtain a lower bound p (x) > --MAT) (we remark that we cannot expect a similar upper bound since appropriate compatibility conditions at the origin are not satisfied).
Since (for 72 > 1) we have p (s )= 0 and
by (3.7) and (3.8), it follows that pn(x) < 0 isfl_l < x < sn). pnix) cannot have its minimum value in is ,, s ]. Nor can the minimum occur at x = 0, for n -1 n q (0) = 0 and q '(0) > 0 (since a > 0), nor at x = s j, for then 0 * P'¿Sn-l -0) = WSn-? -1n-¿S«-lWb-c(>S«-l)1¿Sn-l)> which implies that qis ,) = q'is^ ■) = p"U ,)= 0 since a > 0. Hence, r ln n-l *n n-1 L n n-1 *tj -p ix) takes its negative minimum value at some point xQ e (0, s _,). On this interval, we have pj-*) -P*. i(*) i'S*) -il S*) ?"(*) ~ <?" iM
Since L0pnixQ) > 0, it follows that whenever ix, t) e C. and t + 8 < T -h.
Proof, (a) Since G is strictly increasing, so are s it) and Gis it)). Then
Setting M3(T) = (MjiTVcny)7, we obtain (3.13). If zzz is so large that 3Mj(T)(!)r < f, we obtain |a(xg, tQ)-<pisitQ))\ < e + 2M4S, whence we conclude that |a(x0, i0) -^s(ig))| < 2M4S.
In view of the continuity of a on C, this establishes (1.6).
In any compact subset of [0, s(iQ)), a ( for (x, t) e C with 0 < t < T. Letting 5 -0 yields 0 < a/x, t) < M¡ÍT)isit) -x) in C O QT. Hence, a has tangential boundary values which vanish identically on x = sit), (c) now follows in the same way as (b).
We summarize the results of Lemmas 7-10 as
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